Applications of forensic chemistry to environmental work.
Recent trends in environmental remediation have increasingly employed the use of environmental chemistry techniques to decipher the source(s) and fate of the contaminants and, in some cases, to determine their age or apportion them to sources. An extensive database of pyrogenic and petrogenic 'chemical fingerprints' has been constructed by the Gas Technology Institute (GTI) and META Environmental, Inc. using gas chromatography coupled with a flame ionization detector (GC/FID) or with a mass spectrometer (GC/MS). The use of these chemical fingerprinting techniques have been highly successful in discerning wastes from wholly different sources as well as among Manufactured Gas Plant (MGP)-type wastes from different plant operations. However, these techniques have been limited when low-level polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) discernment is required. Specifically, these techniques often do not provide data with sufficient conclusive discriminating power between the 'urban background'PAH sources and those from MGP-operations, which is pertinent for meeting low-level, stringent site-cleanup standards. GTI has been developing a new analytical method for the measurement of 'urban background' PAH contamination. This method measures the compound-specific isotope ratio (CSIR) carbon with a GC/IRMS (isotope ratio mass spectrometer). The GC/IRMS technique is a relatively new analytical tool that has great potential as an environmental forensic method at former MGP sites. This paper focuses on the applications of both chemical and isotopic analysis of samples to discern PAH contamination in the environment.